Cyber Security on a Mission

Leidos is a recognized leader in Cyber Security

Leidos currently supports the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)'s 20 geographically dispersed Fortune 500 commercial SOCs and more than 2,900+ of the largest federal SOCs and more than 20 geographically dispersed Fortune 500 commercial SOCs. Leidos is a leader in Cyber Security with continuous innovation require the right partner with the right approach.

Leveraging technology as a force multiplier for our cyber analysts

Leidos maintains an adaptive Defense Strategy and proactive innovation. We provide technology and support—every hour of every day—through conventional and fusion warfare technologies, as well as traditional and novel cyber security solutions.

Leidos ensures an adaptive Defence Strategy and sustainable threat protection to outpace adversaries and back from flow chart. The CKC methodology is based on understanding the steps, or links in a chain, that an adversary must go through to achieve their objective.

Applying advanced cyber automation

We apply advanced cyber automation to drive customer objectives and back from flow chart. More effective technology applying consistent processes and procedures. Experienced cyber analysts and robust processes. Leidos ensures an adaptive Defence Strategy and sustainable threat protection to outpace adversaries and back from flow chart.

Impactful transformations

Leidos is on the cyber front lines of survey respondents are less than "very confident" in their agency's Cyber Security strength1. 73% of survey respondents involved in IT predict that Cyber Security will be a higher or much higher priority in the future1. 84% of survey respondents consider Cyber Security vital to ensuring the continuity of agency functions1. 64% of survey respondents are more confident in the Cyber Security team's ability to detect, prevent, and respond to a breach in their agency, due to the multi-faceted nature of cyber threats.

In an ever-developing threat landscape, Cyber Security and innovation require the right partner with the right approach. Applying advanced cyber automation to drive customer objectives and back from flow chart. More effective technology applying consistent processes and procedures. Experienced cyber analysts and robust processes. Leidos ensures an adaptive Defence Strategy and sustainable threat protection to outpace adversaries and back from flow chart.